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By Frank Dallahan

As we prepare for the Shows in Las Vegas, a little perspective 
is in order. Perspective is supposed to balance the good and 
the bad, the highs and lows. I bring this to the discussion table 
because I sense a continuation of the mood of tough economic 
times the country and the industry have gone through during 
the past few years. We just don’t seem to want to let the hard 
times go despite all the good news to the contrary.

Perhaps this negative state stems from the tremendous 
changes taking place throughout the world. It is in our wider 
business world. It’s in our jewelry industry. So much change. 
Everything is changing. On-line sales, marketing to millennials, 
in-store traffic, how to promote, where to promotes, lab-grown 
diamonds. Will it ever end?

Maybe, we have a negative outlook on our business and on 
life in general because of the state of our politics. The constant 
flow of negative news reports from both sides of the aisle in 
the 24/7 news cycle focused on the Trump Collusion story until 
recently Is it any wonder that our outlook and attitude wanders 
to the negative? 

When the Mueller Report was finally issued, I thought we’d 
see some political perspective. Au contraire, the fighters have 
returned to their corners and have come out swinging. Again! 
The report sparked a whole new round of attacks only this time, 
it is the Democrats in the cross hairs. We live in a permanent 
state of negative news and information. I want to say, “Can’t 
we all just get along and forget this constant negative stream 
of charge and counter charge so we can finally focus on our 
business?”

Clear away the cobwebs and look at the underlying state of 
our economy. 

EMPLOYMENT

• As of the February report unemployment has fallen to 3.8%.

•  In the last quarter employment increased by only 20,000. A 
few years ago, we would have killed to have an increase of 
20,000!

•  Employment in professional and business services, health 
care, and wholesale trades all trended up. Only construction 
decreased!

•  Real hourly earnings increased by 0.3% from January to 
February.

•  Production and Supervisory employees also saw their 
earnings rise by 0.2%

•  From February 2018 through February 2019 real hourly 
earnings increased by 2.2%!

GDP

• The US economy advanced 2.6% in Q4 of 2018.
• That’s on top of a 3.4% expansion in Q3!

• Fixed investment increased!

• Consumer spending increased!

•  For 2018, the economy increased 2.9% over the 2.2% 
increase of 2017!

•  This is the largest growth rate we have experienced since 
2015!

• Friends…This is all good news!

THE STOCK MARKET

• The market is slowly pulling out of the 2018 slump.
• We are now just 5% below the September High!

INFLATION

• Inflation is 1.5%.

CONSUMER CONFIDENCE

• Is at 97.5.

• Stop being “Nattering Nabobs of Negativity!” 

• Start planning on making this year a good year.

•  Go to Vegas and spread the word…”You are having a good 
year and are planning to make it even better.”

•  Make certain your on-line presence is functional and 
addresses common questions consumers have when 
searching for a jeweler.

•  Have a functioning social media plan where you consistently 
reach out to your existing audience as well as attract new clients.

The economy is strong and will get stronger. Do your part and 
spread a positive point of view to your retail friends and to 
suppliers. Forget the crazy politics of the news cycle. Focus on 
your business and how you will make it better in the weeks and 
months ahead. Forget Trump. Forget Mueller. Forget Schumer. 
Forget Pelosi. Forget Fox News. Forget MSNBC. Forget the 
nonsense and get back to your business.

Frank Dallahan

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

HAVE A POSITIVE PERSPECTIVE

CONCLUSIONS
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If you want to win the battle for your customers spending 
dollars then you probably realize you need to offer something 
a little more tangible than just telling customers that you’re 
going to give them good service. It’s important to constantly 
reinvent your business and come up with fresh ideas that you 
can implement to attract customers to your store.

Ideas alone however are not enough...there’s no point having 
heavy artillery isn’t much use if you don’t fire a shot. Good 
ideas won’t make you money unless you implement them. If 
you want to implement a unique selling proposition or point 
of difference for your business that sets you apart from your 
competition and will increase sales, then follow the 6 step plan 
below to put things in place

1 DETERMINE WHO YOUR  
COMPETITORS REALLY ARE. 

OK, so you probably have their names in your head but have 
you written it down and eyeballed the list? ...and are they 
really competition or just people in the same industry aiming 
at a different part of the market? If you’re selling Ferrari’s 
and your “competitor” sells Dodges then you probably 
aren’t competition at all. One of the best ways of eliminating 
competition is to narrow your niche and aim for a smaller 
market but speak more specifically to them.

2 SCOUT THE ENEMY AND FIND OUT  
WHAT THEY HAVE TO OFFER.

Mystery shopping your competition is the best way to find out 
what they offer. Now you’ve narrowed the list, what are you 
really up against? It always amazes me how many businesses 
claim they are bigger, better and brighter than their opposition 
but when you ask them specifically what the opposition 
offers they aren’t able to tell you. Ever since warfare began 
commanders would send scouts ahead to find out how many 
opponents there are and how much artillery they have. Would 
you really go into battle not knowing the size and location of 
the opposing troops?

3 COME UP WITH YOUR POINT  
OF DIFFERENCE. 

Now it’s time to look at the list of ideas you have after reading 
the last article. Are the ideas you have better than what your 
competition offers? You may have thought you’d come up with 
a winner only to find your opponent is offers something better. 

Revisit the list of ideas, remove those guarantees, warranties 
and promises that can’t/won’t work and see what you’ve got 
that you can implement.

4 TRIAL YOUR OFFER. 

Let’s say you decide to implement a 30 day money back 
guarantee but aren’t sure if it will help you close sales (and 
let’s face it, the point of all this is to help you and your staff 
close more sales). Don’t spend a fortune on fancy marketing 
and rolling it out until you know it makes a difference. Have 
your sales staff offer it to customers for a period of time as 
one of their selling techniques and measure whether this sales 
strategy leads to an increase in sales.

5 IMPLEMENT IT!

If the reaction is good and you are converting more sales then 
it’s time to make it policy.

6 TELL PEOPLE! 

This is a big one – the second worst thing (after not offering 
your customers something different to the competition) is 
having a point of difference and not telling anybody. This 
happens so often. I’ll often ask a business owner why I would 
buy from them and, after I get all the standard answers about 
great service and being around since 1945, they’ll suddenly 
hit you with a real winner. When I ask them if they include it 
in their marketing material or when they’re trying to close the 
sale the answer is usually no. There’s no point in keeping it a 
secret. If you have an awesome point of difference, then sing it 
from the rooftops. What’s the point if you don’t?

So, there’s a simple 6 step process to follow through 
and implement…now get to it!

HOW TO CREATE A

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION
IN 6 EASY STEPS

By David Brown

David Brown
David Brown is President of the Edge Retail 
Academy, an organization devoted to the 
ongoing measurement and growth of jewelry 
store performance and profitability. For further 
information about the Academy’s management 
mentoring and industry benchmarking reports 
contact inquiries@edgeretailacademy.com or 
Phone toll free (877) 5698657
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QUIT PETTING MY PEEVES!

You think you’ve done everything to communicate your disapproval of 
their behavior, but nothing changes. You’ve rolled your eyes, walked 
away, perhaps made snide or sarcastic comments, or discussed your 
disapproval with a different employee—subliminally hoping that THEY 
would say something to the offender. 

Hmmmm. Is it possible that YOUR behavior just became one of THEIR 
pet peeves? What a cycle.

Pet peeves are triggers that cause you to get off-track. They create 
a physical reaction that stimulates the reaction of the sympathetic 
nervous system in your brain, which results in a fight or flight response. 

Here’s the stinger: It’s not the offending behavior that is necessarily 
the problem. It’s the assumptions and labeling that follows. This ‘truth’ 
that we have labeled them with is destructive and damages trust. And 
it continues to build and escalate if it is not dealt with successfully and 
professionally. 

Ironically, we blame the person exhibiting these behaviors as the 
reason for the decline in trust, when in fact it is OUR resulting behavior 
that is potentially more damaging.

WHEN PET PEEVES ARE INVOLVED, BOTH PARTIES OWN 
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF FIXING IT.

By Susan Arlin 

IT’S PHYSICAL. THE REACTION. 
THAT SLOWLY BUILDING UNDERCURRENT 
OF MIXED EMOTIONS, BATTLING  
TO SEE WHICH WILL EMERGE AS THE 
VICTOR. IRRITATION. ANGER. DISGUST. 
RESENTMENT. ALL BECAUSE 
SOMEONE’S BEHAVIOR TRIGGERS  
A RESPONSE IN YOU. THEY’VE HIT 
YOUR PET PEEVE!
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Maybe it’s that person who continually arrives 3-5 
minutes late—or later. It’s disrespectful and annoying. 
And there often seems to be no repercussions, and the 
resentment builds. So, you give a deep sigh when they 
walk in late—again—and tell them that if they were 
gonna be late, the least they could do was bring donuts!

Or that person who talks incessantly when you are trying 
to get YOUR work done. Their work ethic is clearly 
lacking! Can’t they see that YOU have YOUR priorities 
straight? And the irritation builds while you cut them off 
mid-sentence, or simply don’t respond at all.

Perhaps it’s the gossip-monger who can’t seem to 
refrain from causing disruption among the team. Don’t 
they have any life of their own? They’re such trouble 
makers! And the anger builds and you find yourself 
avoiding interacting with them.

Or that person who can’t seem to retain any information 
from their training so they have to ask you over and over. 
They are so needy and lazy. And the disgust builds such 
that it is dripping in deep sighs and clear disapproval 
as you once again tell them what they should already 
know. The list could go on forever.
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1   Why does the behavior bother you? Is it really a big deal, 
or are you overreacting because it has been escalating or 
is triggering a response in you that you don’t 
understand?

2    Are you taking it personally? Do you think it is a 
purposeful attack designed to push your buttons?

3   What assumptions are you making about the behavior? 
What labels are you assigning to the person?

4   What are YOU doing to correct it? Yep. YOU.

You cannot control the person who is demonstrating these 
behaviors, but you certainly can control your response. Have 
you attempted to address the person in a professional, kind 
and clear manner? Too often we fail to address these issues 
appropriately, instead opting to ‘send a message’. At times 
it is because it is easier to ignore them. Other times it is fear 
based—one of not wanting to ‘cause a problem’. 

Sometimes, the offending person does not even realize that 
their behaviors are causing a problem. They are puzzled by 
your behavior as a result, and often interpret it as a problem 
YOU have. And the spiral continues.

In every case, by failing to address them, you are often 
reinforcing them! (And in some cases, enabling them, or even 
encouraging them.) 

 Conduct the self-analysis above. Identify the 
trigger. Why does this bother you? Is it really a 
problem?

Have a genuine, honest, caring discussion 
with the ‘offender’. (See example below) They 
probably have NO CLUE that their behavior is 
offensive.

Recognize the effort and reinforce as needed. 
Example: 

“I have a concern that I wanted to talk to you about, and it’s 
something that I don’t even know that you’re aware of. When 
you do this, it’s having THIS effect on me. Were you aware that 
you are (doing this, coming off this way, having this impact)?” 
Fill in your choice of words.

Again, you cannot control the person who is demonstrating 
the behavior. Until you actually address it clearly, with kindness 
and professionalism, you cannot expect that anything will 
change. Should your teammate continue to demonstrate 
the behavior, that is another issue. Then it becomes choice 
and may or may not require some management intervention. 
Regardless of what the other person does, YOU held yourself 
to a high standard, and handled the issue with professionalism.

But what if the offender is you, and you’re on the receiving end 
of this conversation? If it does, you have two choices: handle 
it well, with professionalism and kindness, assuming positive 
intentions, or handle it poorly, deflecting blame and damaging 
the trust.

Example: 
“Thank you for bringing this to my attention. I had no idea that 
I was affecting you in this way. I’ll do (what) to fix it.” 

Of course, your response will be determined by the situation. 
Building great relationships within teams requires willingness 
to examine the impact that each person has on each other.

It takes courage to accept ownership of your impact on others. 
It takes courage to be willing to risk identifying a concern and 
asking the other to fix it.
It takes courage to change.

Here is your challenge. If you choose not to address your pet 
peeves, then accept that you have made that choice, and 
move on. If you won’t try to fix it, then you can’t blame another 
for offending you repeatedly. You don’t get to rest on that 
pedestal. Own it. Take the risk. Talk to each other. Stop petting 
each other’s peeves and instead, build a strong foundation of 
trust and teamwork and reap the rewards.

Susan Arlin 
Susan Arlin is a staff and leadership development 
specialist in the jewelry industry. With over 30 
years of experience in the jewelry industry, and a 
Master’s Degree in Organizational Behavior, her 
specialty lies in developing groups of individuals 
into high-performance teams. Her company, 
Brilliant Performance Group, LLC™ https://www.
brilliantgrp.com is dedicated maximizing the 
return from your most important asset—your 

team. To contact Susan directly to discuss how your team can improve, 
email her at susan@brilliantgrp.com. 

QUIT PETTING MY PEEVES!QUIT PETTING MY PEEVES!

Where is your responsibility? 
The first step is self-assessment. 
Ask yourself the following questions: 

How to fix it:





If this sounds familiar, you aren’t alone. But that doesn’t mean 
it’s good or right or sensible. The world is much more complex 
today. Everything seems to move at light speed and that just 
forces too much information our way. This clutters our minds 
and our schedules. And it makes living a life and running a 
business all the more challenging. But it doesn’t have to be 
this way, and you have a choice about how you want to live 
and work. So, choose wisely, and take some time to build more 
margin in your life. 

WHAT IS MARGIN?

Margin is the room between your personal and professional 
limits and the total load you are carrying in your daily grind. A 
personal or business life without appropriate margin ends up 
with an impossible schedule to keep, continual tardiness and 
failure to follow-up, compromised personal and professional 
relationships, and very often financial stress that compounds 
all existing problems. How easy would it be to read a book 
without any white space in the pages? It would make you a 
little crazy. And for the same reason, your totally crammed 
schedule puts you in a near constant state of anxiety.

LEARNING TO SAY NO

So, what’s the answer? Learning to say NO. You know you can’t 
please everyone, so you need to choose who you say no to 
without the fear of rejection or any sense of guilt. But before you 
can say no to something, you need to know when to say yes. 
If nothing is a priority, everything becomes a priority. Schedule 
what is important first. Everything else will follow as time allows. 
And don’t forget to schedule time for yourself, even time to do 
nothing. You’re important, too. Or did you forget that?

SOME DON’T DO’S

•  Don’t try to make everyone happy. It often makes you sad 
and stressed. Only you feel the stress, not those who asked 
you to do more than is humanly possible. So, quit trying to 

prove to everyone that you are superhuman. No one really 
believes it anyway, even you.

•  Not every project or need or committee has your name on 
it. Don’t take on duties or responsibilities that aren’t for you. 
And don’t worry. They’ll find someone else to do the job, 
maybe even better than you.

•  Stop pretending that you are richer than you are. It’s not 
smart to buy things for yourself or others that you really can’t 
afford to impress people you don’t really like anyway. And 
that includes new jewelry lines that are out of comfortable 
financial reach.

•  Be realistic. Instead of being hyper-driven to achieve status, 
fame, or fortune, keep getting better at what you already do 
and find peace and contentment in your current situation. 
Continually try to be better, not perfect. What you have to 
do is your true obligation in business and life. What you want 
to do is your vision for the future. What you love to do is 
your passion, so hold on to it tightly. But what you hate to do 
saps your energy, drains you emotionally and physically, and 
becomes a major source of pain and stress.

That’s why you need to build more margin in your life. You need 
to understand what your real priorities are and to give them – 
including the people most important to you – the priority they 
deserve. You, too, are on that priority list. When you learn to 
say yes to what’s really important and no to what isn’t, you 
will find making choices much easier and making your life – 
including your business life – much better.

Bill Boyajian

Bill is the former long-time president of the 
Gemological Institute of America, and is 
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian 
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for 
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and 
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership, 
business, and organizational development, 
family transition, and succession planning. 
Bill is the author of Developing the Mind of a 

Leader – Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business 
coach and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

WHY YOU NEED 
MORE MARGIN IN 
YOUR LIFE
Are you busy trying to cram two or three lifetimes into one? 
Is your schedule so full that you sometimes can’t think straight? 
Do you find yourself in an almost constant state of stress? 
Have you marginalized your most important relationships  
for issues that have far less meaning?

By Bill Boyajian
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HOT AND 
GOLD

By Jennifer Heebner

From the fall 2019 fashion shows of Oscar de la Renta to Marni 
to the pages of Harper’s Bazaar, Phillip Maroof has been seeing 
a lot of gold jewelry. Think yellow gold chains and earrings, and 
80s-chic vibes that the vice president of Royal Chain in New 
York City knows he can capitalize on. “We are seeing renewed 
interest in gold, especially in bolder pieces,” he says, with his 
firm’s 41 years of selling karat gold staples in mind.

It’s not difficult to love gold, even with prices climbing from 
$1,173 in August 2018 to more than $1,300 at press time. 
Gold has long been a haven for investors in times of economic 
uncertainty, and there’s an intrinsic value that remains after 
melting older or no longer loved styles. Fashion’s interest in 
gilt accents also helps keep the tony metal top of mind among 
consumers, as do Instagram stars and their never-ending love 
affair with posts piled high with gold jewels (#goldjewelry has 
756,000 tags and #lovegold has 373,000 tags). Factor in the 
makers who continually push out new styles, and there exists a 
reliable recipe for selling more gold jewelry. 

“Our yellow gold sales started picking up in 2017—and the 
trend continues—with more sales of long and layering chains 
ranging in retail price from $1,500 to $3,000,” notes Sarah 
York, general manager, CB Stark Jewelers in Vineyard Haven, 
Mass. “People see perceived value, which allows us to increase 
offerings of great yellow gold jewelry.” 

The 1980s are back. Yellow gold and 1980s-inspired effects 
have returned thanks in part to couture designers. 
“Big gold is trending,” says Fern Freeman of the eponymous 
firm based in New York City. “On the runways you see a lot of 
big hoops, curb links, and fringe—so much fringe!”

Many buyers now are members of a generation that wasn’t 
around in the 80s, and they find bold gold styles a novelty.  
“There’s a whole generation of people who were too young for 
the last period of gold buying,” says Maroof.

Lika Behar of the same-name firm in Carlstadt, N.J., agrees. 
She sold more gold than silver at the Centurion Jewelry Show 
held in February in Scottsdale, Ariz., proof that customers will 
“tolerate a higher price point so long as they see value in it.” 
From her chunky matte-gold hoops that consistently sell out to 
a new 22k gold cuff with diamonds that she sold five of at the 
show for $7,700 retail, yellow gold sales are strong. “People 
are remembering the 80s now in a good way,” she explains.
 
Ditto for Lisa Vinicur of Diane Glynn Jewelry in Jenkintown, Pa., 
whose client base snaps up long earrings from Freeman, big 
chokers, and metal-intense pieces. “The 80s are back,” she says. 

Lifestyle drives purchases. For Jim Rosenheim of the Tiny 
Jewel Box in Washington, D.C., daily habits drive many other 
purchasing decisions. That’s why he brought in Fope last fall. 
The Italian brand’s iconic flexible mesh designs in 18k gold 
are ideal for Americans and their love of leisure wear. In a 
November trunk show with the brand, Rosenheim sold 50 

Jennifer Heebner

Jennifer Heebner is an award-winning 
journalist who has been covering fine jewelry 
and fashion for more than 20 years. Jennifer 
is based in New York City, where she routinely 
meets with industry leaders and brands, and 
travels to major international trade shows to 
maintain a pulse on the market. Jennifer can 
be reached at Jennifer@jenniferheebner.com

Despite upticks in pricing,  
karat gold is still a safe bet for  
value, fashion, and jewelry lovers.
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pieces. He credits the sales to how his clients are living—less 
fancy. “We’re living in jeans and T-shirts,” he says. “Women 
want jewelry they can wear daily, not save for special occasions.” 

May Samuel of Midas Chain in Northvale, N.J., agrees. 
“Lifestyle is how we move forward; if we want to wear it, we 
add it to the line,” says the vice president of merchandising 
and design about designing pieces women live in.

Influencers inspire purchasers. From modernized signet rings 
to J Lo.-worthy oversize hoops, magazine and Instagram 
influencers alike are breathing new life—and sales—into classics. 

Maroof points to frequent use of yellow gold styles by editors 
and couturiers, and to the myriad inquiries he’s fielded from 
clients whose grandkids are asking for “gold chains like the 

ball players are wearing,” he says. For sure, chains like curbs 
and figaros are in demand. 

One of Samuel’s best-selling chain styles, the Forzentina—an 
oval open link—in gold was even born from Instagram fame. 
When she posted a picture of it in silver last fall, retailers quickly 
started reaching out with requests for it in gold. 

All interviewees dish that basics—beyond chains, think 
bangles, personalized pieces, and medallions—have gotten 
bigger. Customers are also braver, some telling Jeff Feero of 
Alex Sepkus in New York City that they “want pieces similar to 
their mom’s but funkier,” he notes. How does this translate? In 
a greater number and variety of offerings, including custom.

“People are still willing to spend on gold,” says Maroof. 

Boss bracelet in 14k yellow gold with 
adjustable lariat closure, $199; Midas 
Chain, Northvale, N.J.; 201-244-1150; 
midaschain.com

Drop earrings in 18k yellow gold 
with pink sapphires, tourmalines, and 
colorless diamonds, $12,350; Fern 
Freeman, New York City; 917-217-1727; 
fernfreemanjewelry.com

HOT AND 
GOLD

Midas

Fern Freeman

Aurora cuff bracelet 
in 22k yellow gold 
with 0.36 ctw yellow 
triangular diamonds and 
0.13 ct. colorless round 
diamonds, $7,700; Lika 
Behar, Carlstadt, N.J.; 
201-933-7200;  
likabehar.com 

Eighteen-inch curb chain in 14k yellow 
gold, $3,470; Royal Chain, New York City; 
212-382-3340; royalchain.com

LikaBehar

RoyalChain

Orchard ring in 18k 
yellow gold with 0.43 
ctw. purple sapphires 
and 0.09 ctw diamonds, 
$4,370; Alex Sepkus, New 
York City; 212-391-8466; 
alexsepkus.com

Alex Sepkus
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These incidents can occur anywhere and at any time, which is 
why knowing some key active shooter survival tactics will help 
you and your associates better prepare your business for this 
kind of event. 

No one can predict where an active shooter will strike next, so 
you need to always be prepared for the worst.

Although local and state law enforcement agencies are virtually 
always the first responders on the scene of an active shooting 
event, the FBI has continued to play a progressive role in 
supporting the response to every major active shooter incident 
that has occurred in the U.S. in recent years. The FBI has a lot 
to offer in terms of capacity, expertise, specialized capabilities, 
training, and resources both before and after an active shooter 
incident occurs. Ultimately, the successful prevention of these 
active shooter incidents lies with a wide range of public and 
private entities all working together.

The FBI provides operational, behavioral-based threat assess-
ment and threat management services to help detect and prevent 
acts of targeted violence. These services help business, aca-
demic, mental health, community, law enforcement, and gov-
ernment entities quickly recognize and disrupt potential active 
shooters who may be on a trajectory toward an act of violence. 
The FBI also continues to conduct research on identifying key 
indicators that could proactively signal potential violent intent. 

Statistically, active shooter events most commonly occur in 
businesses (45%), schools (25%), and government facilities 
(10%). Data derived from active shooter incidents show that one 
person dies for every 15 seconds a shooter is active and that the 
average shooter event is 15 minutes long. It takes, on average, 
two minutes for someone to call 911 and report a shooting, and 
three minutes on average for the police to respond.

Therefore, as an American business owner, you and your 
associates need to have a plan to survive these unfortunate 
incidents. This plan doesn’t need to be complicated!

Back in 2016, the FBI produced a concise and compelling 
video Run Hide Fight: How to Survive an Active Shooter Event 
detailing what actions should be followed by people who 
find themselves in an active shooter situation. It’s certainly 
worth your time to watch this video then review and share the 
outstanding content with your associates.

According to the video, if you find yourself in an active shooter 
incident there are three things you can do to make a difference:

First and foremost, if you can safely remove yourself from the 
situation do it! This the first and best survival tactic to make 
part of your plan, even when others involved in your situation 
insist on staying put. Encourage others to leave with you but 
don’t let them slow you down with their indecision. You must 
always keep in mind what is most important. Be prepared to 
leave your ‘stuff’ behind. Trying to get out of harm’s way should 
be your number one priority. 

Once you have safely removed yourself from harm’s way, try 
to prevent others from walking into the danger zone you just 
escaped. Immediately call 911 and do not assume someone 
else already has.

Remember, when an active shooter is within your immediate 
vicinity, do the following:

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security defines an active shooter as “an individual actively engaged in killing or 
attempting to kill people in a confined and populated area; in most cases, active shooters use firearms and generally 
there is no pattern or method to their selection of victims.”

By David Sexton
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David Sexton

David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention 
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company. 
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual 
is the only insurance company in the U.S. and 
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting 
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.

LOCK AND/OR BLOCKADE 
THE DOOR. REMAIN CALM

SILENCE YOUR  
CELL PHONE

STAY QUIET AND TRY 
TO REMAIN CALM

ATTEMPT TO 
INCAPACITATE THE 

SHOOTER

ACT WITH 
PHYSICAL  

AGGRESSION

IMPROVISE 
WEAPONS

COMMIT TO 
YOUR ACTIONS 

TO TAKE 
THE ACTIVE 
SHOOTER 

DOWN

WHENEVER 
POSSIBLE, HELP 
OTHERS ESCAPE

WHENEVER IT’S SAFE,  
PREVENT OTHERS FROM  

ENTERING THE DANGER ZONE

ONCE YOU ARE 
SAFE, CALL 911

ATTEMPT TO EVACUATE 
IF THERE IS A SAFE 

ESCAPE ROUTE

EVACUATE EVEN IF 
OTHERS HESITATE TO 

DO SO

LEAVE YOUR 
BELONGINGS 

BEHIND

If you cannot remove yourself safely from the situation, you 
will need to find a place to hide. Act as quickly and as quietly 
as possible and try to secure your hiding place the best you 
can. Remember to lock doors and turn off the lights. Silence 
the ringer and vibration tone on your cell phone. If you cannot 
find a safe room or closet, try to hide behind any large objects 
present that may conceal your presence. 

Once you have hidden, remember to:

As your last resort when your life is at risk, whether you are 
alone or working together as a group - fight! Do not hesitate 
to act with aggression. Improvise weapons, be prepared to 
disarm the active shooter and focus your total energy on taking 
the active shooter down no matter what.

If you choose to fight, remember:

Keep in mind that first responders on the scene are not there 
to evacuate or attend the wounded. They are trained to stop 
the shooter.

It’s important to always be aware of your environment and 
have an exit plan. Know that in any incident like this the victims 
are generally chosen at random. An active shooter event by its’ 
very nature is unpredictable and may evolve quickly.

You may think this will never happen at your place of business, 
however, it’s important for you and your associates to have a 
plan to survive in the case of an unfortunate incident such as 
an active shooter.

NOT SURE IF YOUR INSURANCE POLICY COVERS 
DAMAGE IN THE EVENT OF AN ACTIVE SHOOTER?  
The best way to find out is to work with an agent that is  
an expert in jewelers block insurance. If you’re not working 
with an agent representing Jewelers Mutual Insurance 
Group, it’s time you looked into it. Call the Jewelers 
Mutual sales team at 800-336-5642, ext. 2118 or email 
sales@jminsure.com to find an agent.

Jewelers Mutual policyholders also receive, at no 
additional cost, access to a program called RELI(E)VE. This 
post-trauma counseling service is provided by Ceridian 
LifeWorks, a leader in post-trauma counseling services. 

REMAIN CALM AND FOLLOW ALL 
INSTRUCTIONS

KEEP YOUR HANDS VISIBLE AT ALL TIMES

KNOW THAT HELP IS ON THE WAY FOR 
THE INJURED

AVOID POINTING AND YELLING
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Lika Behar 
Sterling silver and 24 k gold 
earrings with crystal quartz and 
diamonds. 
likabehar.com
MSRP: $1920

By Gloria Maccaroni 

Here Comes  
the Bridal Business…

With the total number of weddings in 2018 reaching 2,201,772, the bridal customer and wedding party 
present an excellent opportunity for sales, especially silver jewelry sales. The opportunity extends well 
beyond the engagement and wedding rings. Although wedding surveys might vary slightly on the 
numbers, all of the surveys, whether it is The Knot, Brides Magazine or The Wedding Report, say that 
couples are looking for ways to reflect their personal style on their big day and silver jewelry offers the 
perfect options to personalize each accessory and every gift.

Although the average 
spent by the bride for the 
perfect accessories varies 
greatly, there is one thing 
in common: the bride 
wants to make a personal 
statement, to create a look 
that is uniquely hers.

What she buys:

Kir
Triple drop sterling and diamond 
necklace with 18K gold accents.
kircollection.com
MSRP: $195

Frederic Duclos
Sterling silver and rose gold 
plated Maggie earrings.
fredericduclos.com
MSRP: $135

Nambé 
Braid bolo bracelet.
nambe.com
MSRP: $175

Kelim
Rose pedal necklace 
www.kelimjewelry.com
MSRP: $525

Belle Étoile
Pop White Earrings
White stones set into rhodium-plated,  
nickel allergy-free, 925 sterling silver. 
belleetoilejewelry.com
MSRP: $260

Gabriel & Co
Silver & pearl souviens bangle
gabrielny.com
MSRP: $600

SILVER

BRIDES AND GROOMS LOOK TO ACCESSORIZE THEIR LOOK AND EXPRESS THEIR PERSONALITY

THE BRIDE

69%  

buy earrings

37% select 
bracelets to finish  
their look

35% purchase 
necklaces or 
pendants

Phillip Gavriel
Sterling silver 
blue topaz Phillip 
Gavriel Italian cable 
pendant.
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $150



Although there have been many wedding trends that have changed over the past years, one thing that has remained constant is 
the average number in the bridal party. The average number of bride’s maids and groomsman has remained at 5 each. Again, this 
presents 10 more opportunities for sales. When the betrothed couple are in to select their wedding rings, suggest bridal party gifts 
that can be personalized for each member of the group. You have already gained their trust ; build upon it by suggesting timeless, 
classic styles to suit each personality.

With $110 being the average spent on a gift for bridesmaid and $160 the average for a gift for the groomsman, what else other 
than sterling silver can provide a precious gift that can be cherished for years to come? 
Sharon loves blue, Chole’s birthstone is amethyst and Mike does not own a pair of cufflinks, the possibilities are endless ………..

Whether wearing a suit 
or a tux, the groom also 
buys jewelry to complete 
his look. On average he 
spends $410 !

What he wants:

Kir
Ornate sterling silver 
cufflinks with black 
spinel rods. 
kircollection.com
MSRP: $210

Samuel B. 
52550CL.D
925/18K cufflink diamond 
oxidized silver.
samuelb.com
MSRP: $595

THE BRIDAL PARTY

BRIDESMAID 

THE GROOM

27%  

select cufflinks

22%  

buy watches

Phillip Gavriel
Sterling silver Phillip Gavriel 
woven black sapphire bracelet.
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $440

Phillip Gavriel
Sterling Silver Phillip Gavriel 
Onyx Cufflink
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $260

Samuel B. 
.925 sterling silver handmade 
men’s bracelet.
samuelb.com
MSRP: $582

Alex Woo  

Sterling silver 
autograph letter J 
necklace 
alexwoo.com 
MSRP: $98

Phillip Gavriel

Sterling silver & 18K gold 
Phillip Gavriel birthstone 
Popcorn Pendants 
phillipgavriel.com 
MSRP: $100-250

Joreyl Vera 

This Innovative detachable 
pearl two earrings in one. 
joryelvera.com 
MSRP: $585

Kelim  

Rose blossom pendant  
.925 sterling silver. 
kelimjewelry.com 
MSRP: $135

Continued to Pg 32
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Here Comes the Bridal Business…

According to the Wedding Wire the average couple pays for roughly 45% of their wedding cost, with  parents & 
family footing the remaining bill. This is all the more reason why the couple usually buys something special for 
parents to thank them for their support. With silver the options are unlimited.

Martha Seely Design
Lyra interchangeable earrings
sterling silver with diamonds 
and white topaz baguettes
marthaseely.com                     
MSRP: $550

Lafonn
Heart necklace with 
simulated diamonds.
www.lafonn.com
MSRP: $150

Phillip Gavriel 
Sterling silver Phillip 
Gavriel button cufflinks
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $235

Nambé 
Dazzle hinged bangle bracelet
Nambé brings its celebrated design 
heritage to women’s jewelry with a .925 
sterling silver collection.
nambe.com
MSRP: $295

Samuel B. 
925/18K Cufflinks of oxidized 
silver. Made in Bali.
samuelb.com
MSRP: $315

Samuel B. 
.925/18K cufflinks of oxidized 
silver. Made in Bali. 
samuelb.com
MSRP: $210 - $426

Phillip Gavriel 
Phillip Gavriel mother of pearl 
& onyx cufflinks.
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $295

Phillip Gavriel 
Sterling silver Phillip Gavriel blue leather bracelet.
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $180

GROOMSMEN
Phillip Gavriel
Sterling Silver Phillip Gavriel  
knot cufflinks.
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $240

SILVER

GIFT FOR THE PARENTS

Continued to Pg 34
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Yes,  opportunity awaits. Send a reminder to the groom a month in advance and a happy anniversary card to the 
couple and you might have customers for life ! 

Keep in mind that the wedding business is no longer a seasonal business. The average couple’s 
engagement lasts 12-14 months, the top month for weddings has moved to September and now, 
December is the number one month for engagements.  Dedicate at least one case year-round with an 
assortment of “bridal basics” ,as you never know when he or she might pop the question.  
Visit savorsilver.com for a full range of sterling silver collections perfect for the occasion.  

Rembrandt Charms
Charm  bracelet in sterling 
silver.
rembrandtcharms.com                
MSRP: $251

Martha Seely
Constellation blue ombre 
necklace - silver, tanzanite, 
sapphire and diamond.
marthaseely.com                     
MSRP: $1,240

Lafonn
Halo drop earrings with 
simulated tanzanites
lafonn.com
MSRP: $180

It is common for the bride and groom to purchase a gift for each other to give on their big day.  
By watching their responses to other selections , you should be able to quietly suggest the  
“perfect gift” for each other.

Phillip Gavriel
Sterling silver & 18K gold 
blue topaz. Italian cable cuff bangle.
phillipgavriel.com
MSRP: $395

Piyaro by Aiya Designs
Italian silver locket with 14K solid 
gold accent and 0.13ct H color 
VS diamonds.
piyaro.com
MSRP: $959

SOMETHING BORROWED SOMETHING BLUE, SOMETHING FROM ME TO YOU

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

ADD UP THE POTENTIAL. 

Frederic Duclos
Sterling silver  
and blue topaz  
double helix earrings   
fredericduclos.com
MSRP: 175

Belle Étoile
Tria Blue Bangle with blue stones 
pavé-set into rhodium-plated and 
rhodium-plated, nickel 
allergy-free, 925 sterling silver.
belleetoilejewelry.com
MSRP: $250

Continued to Pg 36
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Most Popular Tradition

92% of couples have a first dance
(fun fact: nearly 1 in 4 dance to a country song!)

It’s in the Numbers

• 77% OF FATHERS ESCORT ONE OR BOTH DOWN AISLE

• 70% OF CEREMONIES ARE 30 MINUTES OR LESS

• 64% INCLUDE A READING DURING THE CEREMONY

• 44% OF COUPLES WRITE THEIR OWN VOWS

• 25% HELD IN A RELIGIOUS INSTITUTION

•  17% INCLUDE CUSTOMS RELATED TO RACE/RELIGION
( 2018 Wedding Wire Survey)

Key Findings*
•  Average age of bride: 28

• Average age of partner: 29

• Average number of bridal attendants: 5.4

• Average number of groomsmen: 5.3

•  September and October are the most popular months to 
get married (32%).

•  The majority of couples get married on Saturday (68%), 
followed by Friday (16%), and Sunday (9%).

• Average number of guests: 167

•  83% of brides opted for a white/off-white wedding dress 
(down from 92% in 2017)

• 17% of couples have a destination wedding.

•  97% of brides say their fiancé is involved in planning the 
wedding, and of those, 36% are very involved.

•  Although 92% set a budget (vs. 90% in 2017), 45% of those 
who do spend more than they planned (vs. 34% in 2017).

•  87% of couples went on a honeymoon/mini-moon, up from 
77% in 2017.

•  More couples are taking engagement photos than ever, up 
to 80% from 66% in 2017.

•  More couples are having a post-wedding brunch; 41% vs. 
31% in 2017.

•  28% of couples got engaged on a holiday or special 
occasion, up from 12% in 2017.

•  December has the most engagements at 14%.

                                                 *2018 Brides’ Survey

Here Comes the Bridal Business…

SILVER

Something borrowed something blue…

This tradition continues -  82% of brides wear something old, 
new, borrowed, blue.

This popular wedding day tradition comes from an old English 
rhyme that dates back to the late 1800’s. The rhyme says that a 
bride should wear “something old, something new, something 
borrowed and something blue on her weeding day for good 
luck. The final part of the saying, “and a silver sixpence in 
her shoe is generally left of the modern-day quote. These 
four objects that the bride carries on her wedding day are 
simply good luck charms, but each with a different meaning. 
The something old represents continuity, the something new 
symbolizes hope for the future, the something borrowed 
signifies happiness because it is supposed to be borrowed 
from someone in a happy marriage, and the something blue 
stands for love and fidelity. 

Brides Regrets

Those little pieces of jewelry and accessories really can add 
up… especially if you’re purchasing them to wear for only one 
day. Our Instagram brides regretted spending so much on 
bling (and shoes!) and instead recommend buying precious 
metal styles that you can wear again.

Royal Bliss 

The Royal Wedding ended up being a cause for 
celebration for more than just Prince Harry and 

Meghan Markle. U.S. TV networks saw a bigger viewership 
for Markle and Prince Harry’s nuptials than they did for Prince 
William and Kate Middleton’s in 2011. In spite of diminishing 
TV audiences, this year’s Windsor Castle affair garnered an 
estimated 29.2 million viewers in the U.S, according to a new 
Nielsen report. Compare that to the 2011 Royal Wedding, 
which drew 23 million viewers in the U.S.

Wedding Fashions Get Personal 
Couples use their choices in wedding attire to 
show their personal style, pay homage to cultural 
heritage, and exemplify their personalities. On 

average, brides spent $1,631 on their wedding gowns in 
2018, up 8% from $1,509 in 2017. According to The Knot 2018 
Wedding Attire Study, 11% of brides had more than one look 
on their wedding day, with second look styles ranging from 
wedding saris to jumpsuits. Grooms have taken to more pops 
of color and customized details in their celebratory attire, like 
lining their jackets with custom prints and hand-stitched notes. 

According to the Wedding Report

Spending for other wedding jewelry in 2018—
bracelets (average of $174), earrings ($151)and 
necklaces ($199)—also was flat year-over-year

Gloria Maccaroni 

Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development 
for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS). 
SPS develops and implements programs designed 
to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for 
silver jewelry in major markets. For more information 
by writing to info@savorsilver.com. Retailers are 
encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find  

jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales.
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No doubt the jewelry industry will be debating the merits of 
both sides for a long time to come. 

There will be the hard-core traditionalists – the old school 
jewelers – that will insist a lab-grown diamond “just isn’t the 
same thing,” regardless of what the chemical and structural 
and other characteristics may say. 

And then there will be, and is, a growing group of jewelers 
who will say, “If I can sell a bigger diamond for less, and make 
more in the process, why not?” 

And on the battle will rage, and both sides will be missing the 
point.

Which is, you’re in business to make money and the very 
controversy itself provides a grand opportunity for your store 
to do exactly that… IF you’re willing to exploit that opportunity.

You can eschew the lab-grown diamonds – I know, I know, I’m 
not supposed to say lab-grown diamond. But I do, because at 
the end of the day, it IS. A rose by any other name, right? So, 
go ahead and reject them, but don’t leave the sleeping dog 
lie. Use your marketing to make the case AGAINST the lab-
growns. Spell out exactly why they’re inferior, or at least why 
a savvy, sophisticated consumer would not want one of these 
“imposters” in her jewelry wardrobe.

Refuse to carry them and make a big deal out of it! “You’ll 
never have to worry about getting a cheap, ‘manufactured’ 
diamond from my store. If you want one, there are plenty of 
so-called jewelers out there who will peddle you one, but a 
fine jeweler like us will never stoop to it.”

Or you can embrace the created diamonds. And embrace 
them enthusiastically! Talk about their equivalence to mined 
diamonds, but also about the environmental advantages 
of having them, as well as the economic ones. Pull out all 
the stops… including, perhaps, refusing to carry any mined 
diamonds in your store.

Oh… I hear the gasps already!

“But Jim, I’ll be leaving money on the table if I refuse to carry 
mined diamonds.”

Maybe, but maybe not. Maybe by being bold enough to say 
“no” to one of the two categories, you’ll attract far more buyers 

Aboveground vs Underground 
Diamonds Is NOT The Question…

CAPITALIZING ON 
OPPORTUNITY IS!

By Jim Ackerman

JIM ACKERMAN  

JIM ACKERMAN is known at The Marketing 
Coach to the jewelry industry and has addressed 
jewelry retailers at the nations biggest marketing 
events, including JA New York, JCK, The Atlanta 
Jewelry Show and others. Jim is providing Retail 
Jeweler readers with a free Marketing Fitness 
Check-up, valued at $397, to help you discover 
what you can do to get more customers through 
the door and put more dollars in the till. Send your 
email request to mail@ascendmarketing.com.  
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Created or lab-grown or 
aboveground diamonds vs. 
natural or mined or underground 
diamonds. Such controversy; 
such drama; such a brouhaha! 
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for the type you’re selling. Maybe, just maybe, sticking a stake 
in the ground and saying, here’s who we are and why we’re 
doing what we’re doing, will be highly attractive to consumers 
looking for a reason – almost any reason – to believe one 
jeweler is different from another in a way that appeals to them.

You can even take a place somewhere in the middle. You 
CAN carry both aboveground and underground diamonds. 
But to seize the opportunity created by the controversy, 
you’ll still need to aggressively promote YOUR position in the 
marketplace. Boast of your balanced approach. Shout from 
the rooftops that you are the place to come to get educated 
about the pros and cons of both categories of diamonds; you 
are the destination where not only can either case be made, 
but a direct, in-person, comparison of both kinds of diamonds 
can be made by the consumer.

What you would be unwise to do is exactly what most jewelers are 
doing so far… ignoring the issue – and the drama – altogether.

Jewelers are dabbling in lab-grown diamonds so far, and their 
results have been mixed, but I haven’t seen anybody making 
a big deal of them, outside of industry infighting, of course.

And all while the battle rages, jewelers are leaving money on 
the table. They’re leaving sales, margin, and profit dollars on the 
table, perhaps by the tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Nike made headlines – and millions – by embracing Colin 
Kaepernick. Yes, they also turned off a lot of people by striking 
a bold stance, but it paid off at the cash register.

If you’re marketing is to be successful, you’ve got to be willing 
to take a stand or two. And when the marketplace is presenting 
you with an opportunity to do so – in the form of controversial 
and conflicting stories, failure to take a stand is sitting on the 
sidelines and letting opportunity pass you by.

You have the 3 positions I’ve outlined to CASH IN 
EARLY on the above vs. under phenomenon. 
Any one of those positions can be a 
winner for you. The fourth and only failing  
position is to sit by and do little or 
nothing. Dabbling causes dribbling. 
You just won’t get much out  
of it, short or long-term.

Make a decision  
and go for it!
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Bellarri

From the new Lilly Collection an 
exquisite multi-color gemstone 
enhancer with pink sapphire and 
diamond accents set in 14K rose 
gold. MSRP: $3,980.

800.255.0192

Elizabeth Garvin Fine 

Golden Glitter Gem Link 
earring is richly faceted 18K 
bimetal, blackened sterling, 
flush set with white diamonds 
0.26 ctw. Designed and 
hand fabricated in New York. 
MSRP: $2,820. 

212.420.9470

Marika

From the Desert Gold 
Collection a fabulous  
right-hand statement snake 
rings 14K gold. Set with 
0.25ctw of rose cut diamonds 
and beautiful Brazilian 
tourmaline. MSRP: $1,980. 

216.759.7569

Omi Prive

18K rose gold pendant accented 
by black rhodium featuring a 
2.86ct pear-shape purple spinel 
accented by a 0.43ct pear-shape 
fancy sapphire, 0.33ctw of round 
alexandrites and 0.37ctw of round 
diamonds. MSRP: $15,000.

217.418.5901

Alisa

New from Italy, fashionable 3mm silver 
cuff bracelet has two pinpoint ball stations 
accented with 18K yellow gold rondels.  
One station cuff also available for a great 
stacking look for business to casual.  
MSRP: $525.

888.253.6600
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Benchmark

This 6mm Cobalt ring features a 
Lava Rock texture for an organically 
unique look. MSRP: $295 (size 10).

205.345.0555

Belle Étoile

Riva Blue earrings hand-painted blue 
Italian enamel with white stones set 
into rhodium-plated, nickel allergy-free, 
925 sterling silver. MSRP: $185.

877.838.7628

Frederic Duclos 

This stunning wrist wear 
is true abstract brought 
to life. Crafted in 
sterling silver with gold 
accents. MSRP: $370.

866.898.3636

John Atencio 

From the Signature Collection, 
this one-of-a-kind cushion blue 
topaz and morganite diamond 
pendant is in 18K white and rose 
gold with a rhodolite garnet 
accent. MSRP: $7,225.

720.445.5292

Variety Gem

New diamond and gold jewelry 
which is flexible or bendable 
hoop earrings and rings will 
stretch and bend but they do 
not break. Made in 14K white 
gold with 0.57ctw of diamonds. 
MSRP: $2,669.

800.735.4367
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What do changes in the lab-grown diamond market mean 
for your sales strategy and inventory values? 
The jewelry sector is bracing for changes following De Beers’ 

announcement that it is entering the lab-grown diamond market. 
Many lenders are assessing how this may affect their borrowers. Jewelers that 
have lab-grown inventory as part of the borrowing base should carefully assess 
how changes in pricing may affect their asset-based loans. 

What is changing in the lab-grown diamond market? 
Lab-grown diamonds have found their way into retail jewelry stores over the past 
several years and are being sold as an alternative to mined or natural diamonds. 
These stones are marketed to consumers as lab-grown with full disclosure and 
offer an eco-friendly and conflict-free option for customers who may object to 
purchasing a natural stone sourced and brought to market via traditional channels.

Lab-grown diamonds have been around for years and if they 
are identical to natural stones, why is this happening now? 
Over time, advances in technology have allowed lab-grown stones to 
be more cost effective to produce, which positions them to compete 

with natural stones in the marketplace. The major shift underway now is market 
leader De Beers, which maintains over a 40 percent share of the diamond market 
and is known for its mined diamonds, is launching its own lab-grown program 
called Lightbox. The company plans to price its product significantly lower than 
its established competitors. The strategy De Beers has deployed has the potential 
to re-classify this product industrywide, putting it in competition with higher-end 
costume or fashion jewelry as opposed to fine diamond jewelry. De Beers is betting 
on the probability that natural diamonds will continue to hold their current financial 
and emotional value with consumers. The company also hopes that natural stones 
will increase in value due to a reduction in competition and confusion with lab-
grown stones at the retail level. Nevertheless, the actual impact that De Beers’ 
entry into the lab-grown market will have on the market value or retail pricing of 
natural stones is still to be determined. 

What does this mean for on-hand lab-grown inventory? 
Since De Beers has announced the significantly reduced pricing of its 
lab-grown offering, this will likely cause others in the lab-grown space 
to lower prices on commensurate quality product, or risk rendering their 

products over-priced and not salable. To emphasize that lab-grown gems are unlike 

ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE ON LAB GROWN DIAMONDS

By Leonard R. Polivy

De Beers’ lab-grown diamond concept, 
Lightbox, had its official launch in September 
2018. De Beers’ Chief Marketing Officer 
Sally Morrison noted that “initial sales were 
healthy.” As of this publication, pricing for 
Lightbox stones remains at $800 per carat. 
In late November, Lightbox opened its first 
pop-up store at the Oculus at Westfield 
World Trade Center in New York City. 
The temporary location was a trunk show 
(display only) concept to give customers 
an opportunity to see the product and to 
find out more about the line, while building 
brand awareness, according to Morrison. 
A second pop-up store, which stocked a 
selection of inventory for sale, ran from early 
February through Valentine’s Day at the 
Westfield Century City mall in Los Angeles. 

As De Beers establishes permanence and 
continues to expand its influence in the 
lab-grown market, Gordon Brothers recom-
mends that jewelers continue to monitor 
sales and pricing of lab-grown product to 
ensure its place in their business model. 

Editor’s Note

In January, the IDMA newsletter 
featured an article on lab-created 
diamonds written ABN-Amro Bank. 
I responded to the article and 
Leonard Polivy of Gordon Brothers 
responded as well taking the 
same position I staked out in my 
response to the ABN-Amro piece. 
The following article is an expanded 
version of Polivy’s piece and uses a 
question and answer format which 
addresses the anticipated questions 
likely to come from retail jewelers. 
The article is currently featured on 
Gordon Brothers’ website and was 
also circulated via email to Gordon 
Brothers client base in late July. 
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ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE ON LAB GROWN DIAMONDS natural stones, De Beers’ initial retail price will be just $800 per 
carat, compared to the current retail range of similar quality 
lab-grown stones at $3,000 to $8,000 per carat. As a result, the 
profit margins of competing lab-grown diamond producers are 
expected to fall significantly. Retailers with inventory on hand 
should consider a sales strategy to reduce their stock position 
until the dust settles on this market development. 

Should I adjust my strategy for this inventory?
While the sales of lab-grown diamonds continue as 
this is unfolding, retailers and lenders must decide 

at what point they will continue to lend on this inventory. 
Alternatively, retailers may decide they do not want to replace 
stock for fear of it not having any value as consumer perceptions 
and pricing shift. 

Should I still consign this inventory? 
If consignment is the option, yes, to avoid owning a 
potentially declining value stock item. 

What are the implications for customers who 
have just invested in lab-grown diamonds? Is 
their reputation at risk? 

Retailers must weigh whether they want to expose their 
business and reputation to selling something for which they 
have historically charged a premium and may now have very 
little value. The customer may try to return the item or ask 
for compensation to offset a recent purchase if the price is 
dramatically reduced. This change is expected to play out 
over time. Retailers currently selling lab-grown stones may 
cite recent market changes while others who do not sell this 
product may use it to prove natural is rare and has intrinsic 
value over lab-grown. 

What can I do to mitigate my risk with 
owned lab-grown diamond inventory? 
Jewelers should strongly consider selling down 
inventory until a new low floor has been established, 

then decide if the product still has a place in their business 
model. Many may find the post-Lightbox lab-grown price point 
too low to maintain gross margin and remain competitive and 
push to sell natural diamonds that have a history of increasing 
in value over time.

Leonard R. Polivy

Leonard R. Polivy is Managing Director, Jewelry 
Valuations Gordon Brothers with over three 
decades of hands-on experience in the jewelry 
business. Mr. Polivy is a member of the Jewelers 
Board of Trade, American Gem Society and 
Jewelers Vigilance Committee and is also an 
associate member of ASA. He attended the 
University of Miami where he studied business 
administration. Mr. Polivy was featured as an 

appraiser on PBS’s “What’s It Really Worth? antiques discovery show.
Leonard can be reached at  lpolivy@gordonbrothers.com
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With International Women’s Day soon here, confident, modern 
women worldwide are celebrating their growth and potential 
– whether in career, relationships or life. Jewelry signifies self-
expression of true values and blessings from loved ones, and 
its platinum leading the way.

“The ongoing changes in global society and regional cultures 
results in new tastes and self-expression among women. We 
are seeing platinum – with its high-quality, enduring nature 
and natural authenticity– is the precious metal of choice for the 
modern female consumer across diverse regions.” Platinum 
Guild International says PGI CEO Huw Daniel.

 
In the US, platinum’s versatility translates 
into ‘confident and savvy’ Jewelry for 
women in diverse roles

In the US, 49% of employed women, including 42% of 
working women with children, say they are their family’s main 
breadwinner, according to a joint NBC News-Wall Street 
Journal poll, up from 37% in 2000. As a result, female attitudes 
towards ‘putting a ring on it’ are changing. While wedding 
Jewelry purchasing remains high for platinum, women are 
increasingly having their own say with involvement of brides 
increasing from 65% in 2011 to 70% in 2017.1 In a market where 
Jewelry has traditionally relied on the wedding business, over 
1/3 of consumers bought Jewelry for themselves in the past 
12 months, according to a consumer survey commissioned by 
Platinum Guild International in 2018.

“The US Jewelry industry has seen an increase in self-purchases 
among women as they choose to commemorate their successes 
(professional and personal) through Jewelry. Platinum’s 
strength, purity and rarity makes it the perfect complement to 
show their achievements and personal expression,” says Jenny 
Luker, President of PGI USA.

Ms. Luker has been a member of the US Jewelry industry for 
nearly 25 years and the President of the Women’s Jewelry 
Association. She has seen the great strides that have been 
made in the US Jewelry industry to expand leadership and 
growth opportunities for women. “There is still room for 
creating the space to allow for more women to be recognized 
and to embrace their potentials,” says Ms. Luker.

Perceived as the most ‘confident and savvy’ precious metal by US 
consumers, platinum naturally presents itself as the choice for both 
daily wear, celebratory occasions, and everything in-between. 

In response to modern women’s desires for Jewelry with a 
quality to adapt to diverse occasions, PGI USA introduced 
a new luxury fashion Jewelry brand, “Platinum Born”, that 
serves professional, educated women who purchase Jewelry 
for themselves at accessible price points. Curated to meet the 
needs to elevate her personal expression, The Platinum Born 
messaging recognizes that a woman is multi-dimensional (she 
is a professional, a wife, a mother, a friend, and more), and 
every part of her should be celebrated in the world’s most 
precious material, platinum.

JEWELRY SIGNIFIES  
SELF-EXPRESSION AND BLESSING–

WITH PLATINUM 
LEADING 
THE WAY
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China: Platinum resonates with the new 
generation of women to be her true self

In China, women have a relatively equal opportunity 
to receive higher education, accounting for over 52% of 
students in college in 2014. They also have high expectations 
for themselves and their lifestyle, which especially holds true 
for young women born after 1980, who are usually the only 
child in their families. This has given women an increased 
independence resulting in changing women’s self-perception. 
Whether in relationships, marriages or career, more women 
seek to be true to themselves and their values.
 
To respond to the evolving social power of women in China, PGI 
expands its core target group, mainly women in relationships, 
by launching the “Platinum Moment” Collection in November 
2018. Connecting with modern, independent women of 20-45 
years old with strong independent consumption power, PGI 
showed personal stories of women from different life stages to 
celebrate their special moments when they find “the Authentic 
Me”. The collection, consisting of necklaces, rings and 
earrings, speaks to a modern woman of different age groups, 
whether single, engaged or married, seeking to value the rare 
and precious moments in her life when she finds her true self
 

Japan: Platinum cherishes the new life chapter 
of mature women

In Japan, more women are making the choice 
to grow their own career after getting married and having 
children, which gives them economic independence as well as 
greater self-confidence. Based on the latest Platinum Usage & 
Attitude survey by PGI, 60% of Japanese women in their 40s 
bought Jewelry for themselves, and that figure rose to over 70 
% for women in their 50s.
 
“Behind the continued strong self-purchase is the rise of the 
female labor force in Japan. We used to have an “M” curve, 
with a noticeable drop in female workers aged 30-35, as they 
left their jobs to focus on child-rearing, etc. But now, it is 
no longer such a pronounced dip”, says Hisako Hankinson, 
President of PGI Japan.
 
In fact, a record 75.7% of women between the ages of 25 and 
39 held jobs in 2017, up 5.9 percentage points from 2012, 
according to a survey by the Internal Affairs Ministry. The 
World Bank’s data also shows a steadily growing trend of the 
share of female labor force in total from below 40.5% in 2000 
to 43.3% in 2018.2

 
Reflecting the increased confidence among women, the profile 
of a modern woman is not a loud proclamation of strength, but 
rather one of “effortless” power. “Japanese women interested 
in Jewelry aspire to be spiritually fulfilled and in a spiritual state 
of mind. With an image perception of elegant, mature, cool 

and independent, among all the Jewelry materials, platinum 
resonates with the ideal profile for today’s Japanese woman,” 
says Ms. Hankinson. 
 
Noting that Japanese women over 50 make the most initial 
self-purchases of platinum Jewelry, PGI launched a “Hello 
Me, Platinum” campaign to promote purchases among older 
women who are celebrating a new era of life, responding to the 
needs of mature women in maintaining a confident, healthy, 
and sustainable lifestyle.
 

India: Platinum signifies inclusive and 
empowering love and blessing for daughters 
of today
 

Increasing urbanization, higher education, and participation 
in labor market have increasingly encouraged the young 
generation to follow their own path with an emphasis on a 
modern lifestyle and self-expression. The socio-cultural changes 
in India has gained momentum in the past decade impacting 
the highest transformation among young, urban, affluent 
and educated women. These women are more financially 
independent, confident and driven – increasingly making their 
own decisions and choices.
 
“They value authenticity and transparency in the products and 
brands they choose. They seek a genuine emotional connect 
and meaning. When it comes to Jewelry, rare and precious 
platinum has made a distinct place for itself in their hearts,” 
states Vaishali Banerjee, Managing Director of PGI India.
 
In the context of an Indian wedding, Jewelry has often spoken 
the language of power and status, however today this narrative 
is transforming. The young generation and their mindsets are 
changing, with especially women leading the change. “Daughters 
of today are altering and widening the societal narrative. They 
question traditional norms, pushing gender boundaries, and 
make choices to build a more progressive, equal opportunity 
society. They believe in a love that embraces, cherishes and 
encourages you to be yourself,” says Ms. Banerjee.

To respond to the changing mindset, Platinum Evara, a flagship 
program of PGI celebrates this woman, this daughter of today. 
Confident, young women with an independent outlook in 
both their professional and personal lives value tradition yet 
embrace modernity to strike a balance.

“Young women nowadays are raised as equals and empowered 
to chart their own life and realize their full potential. Platinum 
Evara Jewelry is precious to her because it symbolizes the love – 
the love of her parents and the love for who she is. Platinum is the 
precious symbolic of her parents’ heartfelt blessings especially 
at the time of her wedding, and an emotional milestone,” says 
Ms. Banerjee.

JEWELRY SIGNIFIES SELF-EXPRESSION AND BLESSING– WITH PLATINUM LEADING THE WAY
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The colored gemstone industry has moved into the 21st 
Century with emerging technologies such as blockchain to rival 
the transparency of the diamond industry’s Kimberley process.
Nestled in a remote region high in the Hindu Kush area of 
the Himalayas is an area of unspoiled treasure. Here, fabulous 
world-class emeralds in vast quantities with an estimated value 
of tens of billions of dollars according to one source has largely 
been an untold story. 

In years of communication with USAID, US Geological Survey 
and local Afghan miners, Aria Gems was formed in 2011 
to supply education, innovation, and global logistics to 
Afghanistan. Their objective is to bring Panjshir’s riches to the 
world ethically and legally in a vertically integrated system, 
providing jobs and revenue to the region.

Because of Panjshir’s remote location, its history of tribal 
conflict and the fierce independence of the native Panjshirs, the 
region’s abundant emerald sources have remained protected 
and largely under the world’s radar.

 

All that’s changing now. The quality of the emeralds, their 
deep rich green color due to abundant area chromium, their 
impressive size, often much larger than those currently available 
from Colombia, after centuries of mining. The quantities 
available and their ready accessibility make this ancient source 
of emeralds suddenly a source not to be ignored. In 2015, a 
10.11 carat Panjshir emerald ring sold at Christie’s for world 
record HK $17.56 M (approximately US $2.25 M). Panjshir had 
arrived on the world scene as a major player.

 Part of all the profits go back to the native villagers to help 
improve their quality of life and rebuild the local economy. 
Afghan women are trained in the skill of gem cutting. They’re 
part of the supply line.

Aria Gems controls all aspects of the vertically integrated 
supply chain, from mining to customs and valuation, global area 
logistics, cutting and processing to marketing and wholesale 
sales internationally. This vertical integration ensures that 
all aspects of the sourcing of gems, from mining to finished 
product, are transparent and ethical.

 Now, these prized gems are offered to the retail level in 
partnership with award-winning designers. “From Miner to 
Designer,” offers collections highlighting the unique beauty 
of their distinctive gems to the international community while 
benefitting the local Panjshirs. It’s a win-win situation. 

And, clearly meets the markets’ desire for transparent, ethical, 
and socially responsible sourcing. 

Today’s consumers want to know how their jewelry is sourced as well as how it is made 
and who made it. Millennials, especially, seek transparent, ethical, and socially responsible 
sourcing.

The Kimberley process has brought substantial transparency to the diamond mining 
industry’s supply chain. Colored gemstones, however, are often mined in small artisanal 
mines and thus make substantial transparency very difficult. Unlike the diamond industry’s 
large conglomerates, these small mines are not centrally organized. This makes it harder 
to trace their origin to provide the transparency and documentation customers seek.

THE HIDDEN TREASURES OF THE HIMALAYAS 

By Mia Katrin 

Mia Katrin 

MIA Katrin is an award-winning jewelry designer and 
creative force behind Jewel Couture LLC. A leading 
industry voice on style and design and frequently is 
an invited speaker at trade events. Before becoming 
a jewelry designer MIA was a Philosophy Professor, 
specializing in Aesthetics. Mia can be reached at 
info@jeweljewel.com.
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Jyes - A Winning Formula

Renown luxury jewelry designer, Jyes, has racked up an 
impressive series of wins with the Jeweler’s Choice Awards. This 
year their gold and diamond bracelet was the winner of the 
prestigious award and six other Jyes’ designs were finalists. Since 
2009 Jyes has won or been a finalist for 11 consecutive years.

“We are very proud that our designs are so appreciated by 
jewelers across the country”, stated Jennifer Chang, “and 
equally proud that so many jewelers benefit from our creations”.

Jye’s Internaional recently moved to new facilities
in Burlingame, California convienient to the San Francisco 
International airport. The new location houses all operations 
including a beautiful new, trade only, showroom.

New Address: 
Jye’s International Inc
1633 Old Bayshore Highway #136
Burlingame, CA, 94010
Tel: (415) 621-8880
Fax: (415) 552-1675
Email (primary): 
Jyescorp@gmail.com
Email (secondary): 
Jyescorp@yahoo.com

For more information 
on Jyes call 415-
888-8880 or visit 
wwwjyescorp.com

Raytech CMF-300 Magnetic Finisher 

Put the power of magnetic finishers to work for you. Now for 
small batches (1-6 rings).

The CMF-300 comes complete with a 3” diameter, heavy-duty 
plastic bowl and cover and is designed for small batches of 
1-6 rings. Supplied with 30 grams of 0.5mm stainless steel pins 
as well as Gesswein’s 44S Soap to keep your pins and parts 
running as clean as possible. All Raytech Magnetic Finishers are 
built and engineered to the highest quality standards and are 
available in four other, larger sizes/capacities up to 225 rings.

Magnetic finishing enables jewelers to start the process of 
polishing non-ferrous metals that have a high degree of 
intricacy with medias (stainless steel pins) as small as .010 in 
diameter and .250 in length. Magnets embedded in a cast disc 

constantly change polarity, creating a centrifugal action in the 
media allowing you to access recesses, channels, undercuts 
and other confined areas where other conventional methods/
medias can’t. Soft non-ferrous metals can be burnished in as 
little as half an hour, ensuring quicker turnaround time and 
improved productivity.

Key Features:
• Direct-drive, fan-cooled machine for ultra-quiet operation
• Auto-Shut Off Function, Analog Timer
•  Clear bowl with fill-line indicators offer 

easy load preparation of pins and 
compound

•  Compact heavy-duty construction for 
long life usage

For More Information contact Gesswein at 
203.366.5400 or Visit www.gesswein.com

Become an AGTA Member & Receive a Free 2019 
AGTA Spectrum Awards™ Entry

Are you going to be entering the 2019 AGTA Spectrum Awards?

All new AGTA Members receive a free entry for the AGTA 
Spectrum Awards competition, a $295 value.

When you first join AGTA, you not only receive a Free Spectrum 
Awards Entry, but you also receive the plethora of benefits that 
comes with being an AGTA Members; exclusive advertising 
opportunities to provide greater exposure for your brand, a 
highly trusted and ethical community to connect with, along 
with industry discounts to save on your business’ bottom line.
About AGTA Spectrum Awards™

The AGTA Spectrum Awards™ has been the most respected 
creative competition of the colored gemstone and cultured 
pearl industry. Each year, a panel of experts’ honor designers 
and lapidaries whose work uses natural colored gemstones and 
cultured pearls in fine jewelry designs. Every entry is evaluated 
with a meticulous eye for innovation, quality, craftsmanship, 
and beauty.

Winners of the AGTA Spectrum Awards™ gain international 
prestige, raise the profile of designer jewelry, and inspire 
innovation in the use of colored gemstones and cultured 
pearls. Designers and lapidaries whose work receives an 
AGTA Spectrum Award™ garner worldwide exposure in 



trade journals, consumer press, and are honored at the AGTA 
GemFair™ Tucson in an exclusive showcase and the AGTA 
Spectrum Awards™ Gala.

Member Benefits
• Source Directory and Electronic Source Directory
• Exhibiting at AGTA Trade Shows
• AGTA Online Community
•  AGTA eLearning Platform & Seminar Programs available 

online
• AGTA Collection™ Showcase Opportunities
• Prism, ePrism and NewsFlashes
• Retail Kit for RETAILERS ONLY
• Marketing and Point of Sale Products
• GIA Discount
• AGL Discount
• Money Saving Programs

For further information regarding AGTA GemFair™ or the 
AGTA Spectrum Awards™ Gala, please call (800) 972-1162 

or visit their website at www.agta.org. For more information 
regarding the AGTA Spectrum Awards™ competition, please 
contact the Marketing Department at (800) 972-1162 or 
spectrum@agta.org. 

The American Gem Trade Association is a not-for-profit 
Association serving the natural colored gemstone and cultured 
pearl industry since 1981. The AGTA serves the industry as 
“The Authority in Color” and has it’s headquarter office in 
Dallas, Texas. 
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10th Consecutive Year of Silver Jewelry Sales Growth

The silver jewelry boom continued for 2018, with a majority of 
retailers reporting double digit year-over-year sales increases, 
high product turn rates and optimism for future growth.

Younger consumers proved to be a key demographic with gifting 
and female self-purchase as the best-selling opportunities

Silver jewelry sales in the United States were strong in 2018 with 
52% of jewelry retailers reporting increased sales according 
to a survey conducted on behalf of the Silver Institute’s Silver 
Promotion Service. The results also confirmed that silver 
jewelry continues to be a leading merchandise category for 
retailers, both in driving sales and providing margin. 

Highlights from the 2018 survey include:
•  The average store growth in 2018 for silver jewelry sales was 

16%.
•  Retailers said their silver jewelry sales, as a percentage of 

their overall jewelry sales, were on average 24% of their unit 
volume and 18% of their dollar volume.

•  51% said silver experienced the best inventory turnover rate 
in 2018; 12% said diamond; 14% said bridal; 12% gold.

•  The best maintained margins during the Holiday Season were:

Silver Jewelry 

40%

Diamond  
Jewelry  
23%

Bridal 
Jewelry  
17%

Platinum 
Jewelry 5%

84% of retailers say they are optimistic that silver jewelry sales 
will continue to grow.

Silver Promotion Service Director Michael Barlerin commented, 
“The Silver Promotion Service is obviously gratified by what 
the survey demonstrated. We are also enthused that the 
optimism for silver’s ongoing performance remains so strong.” 
The survey, was fielded in February this year. This was the 
tenth consecutive year that Silver Promotion Service has 
commissioned such a survey.

The Silver Institute is a nonprofit international industry 

association headquartered in Washington, D.C. Established in 
1971, the Institute’s members include leading silver producers, 
prominent silver refiners, manufacturers and dealers. The 
Institute serves as the industry’s voice in increasing public 
understanding of the value and the many uses of silver. For 
more information on the Silver Institute, or silver in general, 
please visit: www.silverinstitute.org. 

The Silver Promotion Service was introduced in 2008 by 
the Washington DC based Silver Institute. The objective of 
the Silver Promotion Service is to develop and implement 
programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate 
demand for silver jewelry in major international markets. For 
more information on the Silver Promotion Service, please visit: 
www.savorsilver.com.

Quality Smartphone Jewelry Photography

GemLightbox is a revolutionary lighting environment that 
lets jewelers capture beautiful reflections, shiny metals and 
amazing faceted stones in their jewelry. The plug and play 
jewelry photography lightbox system is engineered for 
simplicity, convenience, and consistency.

Combined with the GemLightbox turntable, anyone with a 
smartphone can now capture perfect 360-degree product 
videos in just one click. The full GemLightbox photography kit 
can be purchased for $1,398 inclusive of shipping.

For more information contact kevin@picupmedia.com 

Gold 
Jewelry  
17%
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Belle Étoile Spotted on Delilah 
Belle Hamlin

Model Delilah Belle Hamlin was seen 
at The Daily Front Row’s 5th Annual 
Fashion Awards wearing Belle Étoile’s 
Pavé ring. 
For more information call  
415-626-9223

Edge Retail Academy Introduces Retirement 
Readiness Program
Provides Playbook for Retailers Who Are Considering Retirement

The Edge Retail Academy (ERA), the leading retail jewelry 
business advising company, announced the release of its 
“Retirement Readiness” program. ERA has developed 
this unique program to fast track a jeweler’s business to be 
Retirement Ready – whenever that may be. 

“The jewelry industry has been going through a choppy 
period since the 2008 recession,” said David Brown, President 
of ERA. “8,000 stores have closed since 2007 according to US 
Census & JBT. Yet 37% of Jewelry business owners have no 
retirement plan at all. Our program helps retailers create a plan 
– regardless if they plan to exit the business in 2 years or 10.”

The ERA ‘Retirement Playbook’ addresses key retirement 
strategies such as:

Improving existing Net Profit and Cash-flow by introducing 
other profit centers to maximize the capital and/or income 
available for retirement

Identifying savings, improvements and opportunities as well as 
reducing any risks and threats to the plans

Achieving and maintaining an Optimum Inventory Level so the 
released funds can be used to eliminate debt or build wealth 
for retirement

Implementing the ‘5 Stages of Profitable Inventory Management’

Brown adds “Getting your business into the best possible 
shape before you decide what to do with it...is what we call 
Retirement Readiness.” And he points out “You don’t have to 
be ready to retire in order for your business to be Retirement 
Ready. We expect to have many participating jewelers who are 
years away from exiting their businesses.”

More information about the Retirement Readiness program can 
be found at https://www.edgeretailacademy.com/retirement-
readiness. 

Belle Etoile on Delilah Belle Hamlin
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Stephen Barnes Awarded Highest Honor at IJO Show

Stephen Barnes was surprised with the presentation of the 
“Ultimate Achievement Award” in General Session at the 
spring show of the Independent Jewelers Organization (IJO) 
in Phoenix, AZ.

According to presenter Jeff Roberts, IJO’s President & CEO, 
“This award is for an individual who not only embodies all that 
a Master IJO Jeweler stands for, but someone who goes above 
and beyond with a willingness to help others. This particular 
individual is always there and willing to help at any time 
whether it’s for a business reason, a personal reason, help with 
a question on the INDY Channel, help with the organization 
of the Sunday morning non-denominational services we have 
here at our conferences – and more. This person, Stephen 
Barnes, exemplifies all that is good in people, and all that is 
good in IJO.”

Penny Palmer, IJO’s Director of Member Services, added, 
“Congratulations, Stephen, on your well-deserved Ultimate 
Appreciation Award. Everything you do comes from the heart 
and you give so much to this organization and your fellow 
members. Thank you!”

“I am truly humbled and grateful for this recognition from IJO,” 
commented Barnes. “A big part of who I am is because of all 
the love and kindness shown to me by IJO and my fellow IJO 
Jewelers. I can never give back all that this organization has 
given to me. IJO has without question the greatest influence 
on the success of our industry. I am blessed to be a part of 
it and my only hope is that I can continue to be a source of 
inspiration and encouragement to other IJO Jewelers. Thank 
you, Jeff, for your leadership and mentoring me throughout 
my career.”

IJO is an international 
organization focused on 
helping its members work 
smarter through networking 
and education to increase 
sales and profits. 

For information on 
qualifications for 
membership call Penny 
Palmer at 800.624.9252.

Stephen Barnes and Jeff Roberts

Royal Chain’s New Ad Campaign Sets the Tone For 
Today’s Gold Demand

For 2019, the company features gold jewelry in a brand new 
way. Aligning itself with the current trends in fashion, the 
campaign veers away from shooting models in elegant gowns 
with picture-perfect red carpet hair and ultra-glam makeup, in 
favor of relatable real-life streetwear. The styling, a nod to 80’s 
and 90’s fashion, highlights cropped shirts, jumpsuits, jogger 
pants, and leather jackets with, as expected, lots of gold. 

The company’s Vice President of Marketing, Phillip Gabriel 
Maroof, says the move was a response to current fashion 
trends and the shift in editorial focus toward more yellow gold 
jewelry. “The way gold jewelry is being marketed today is a 
big departure from the past. 2018 witnessed the resurgence 
of fashion brands like Versace and Moschino with all of their 
gold hardware presented in a casual-luxury way, so the new ad 
campaign is a breath of fresh air, especially for an industry that 
has traditionally played it very safe in advertising.” 

The new campaign headline “G2G” also communicates the 
way the characters in their ad would. The abbreviation has 
typically been used by many in texting to mean “Got to Go.” 
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For the purposes of the campaign, the company opted to 
change the meaning to “Got to Gold.” 

The campaign primarily aims to address the growing interest 
in gold, as the company reported double digit growth in 
demand for the metal. “We are seeing a brand new consumer 
in gold” says Maroof, making reference to what he says is a 
new generation which has never owned a piece of gold before. 
Royal Chain will also release a new collection to coincide with 
the new campaign, which will feature everything from heftier 
gold chains to stackable gold signet rings. 

For more information, visit their website at royalchain.com/
G2G to see a sneak preview of what’s to come or contact 
marketing@royalchain.com to learn more.

IndyCar Added to Rembrandt Charms Consumer 
Campaign

Rembrandt Charms has joined DragonSpeed as a launch 
sponsor of the globally accomplished sportscar team’s NTT 

IndyCar Series entry to be piloted by Ben Hanley in five 2019 
rounds of America’s premier open-wheel series:

March 10 Firestone Grand Prix of St. Petersburg
April 7 Honda Indy Grand Prix of Alabama
May 26 103rd Indianapolis 500 presented by Gainbridge
June 23 REV Group Grand Prix at Road America
July 28 Honda Indy 200 at Mid-Ohio

Like IndyCar, Rembrandt Charms is growing significantly 
by responding to shifting consumer wants. “Rembrandt 
Charms is consistently voted a top-selling, hot brand by retail 
jewelers. The IndyCar boost to our consumer advertising and 
promotional campaign will directly support the thousands of 
retail jewelers that carry our charm collection,” said Susan 
Wojcik, Marketing Director of Rembrandt Charms.

Eric Lux, Rembrandt Charms Vice President, raced with Elton 
Julian to win the 2011 IMSA LMPC Championship and in drove 
for DragonSpeed in 2015, helping Mercedes-Benz secure 
its first American GT title. “I’ve admired Elton’s boundless 
determination and attention to detail which have driven his 
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team to remarkable achievements. Rembrandt Charms is proud 
to associate itself with Elton, Ben, and the entire DragonSpeed 
team as they embark their IndyCar quest,” said Lux.

DragonSpeed team principal Elton Julian said, “IndyCar is 
enjoying a major upswing thanks to the quality of the racing 
produced by the current rules and intensive promotion of the 
series. The ability to attract the support of dynamic brands 
like Rembrandt Charms is proof of that. It’s will be a particular 
pleasure to work again with Eric. The skill and commitment 
he showed on the race track are mirrored in the success of 
Rembrandt Charms.”

Rembrandt Charms has been designing and manufacturing 
charms and charm bracelets for 50 years. Only Rembrandt 
Charms offers thousands of charms in such a wide range of 
precious metals, including sterling silver (rhodium-plated to 
prevent tarnishing), gold plate, 10K and 14K yellow gold, 
and 14K white gold. All Rembrandt Charms products are 
manufactured in the United States and Canada, and covered 
by a lifetime warranty. Sold 
exclusively through authorized 
retail jewelers, store 
locations can be found at 
RembrandtCharms.com.

The Firestone Grand Prix of 
St. Petersburg was broadcast 
live on NBCSN on Sunday, 
March 10, with qualifying to 
determine the 24-car starting 
grid.

Harmon Introduces New Concept in Jewelry Marketing

Harmon, a full-service agency that has been creating innovative 
jewelry marketing solutions for over thirty years, has developed 
a marketing concept that perfectly accommodates today’s 
digital content driven shoppers. 

Harmon’s new digital catalogs combine high-resolution images 
and video with voiceover to display jewelry to dazzling effect. 
Catalogs are mobile and desktop-friendly, are shareable, and 
can be customized for both retailers and manufacturers.

Known throughout the industry for their Harmon Catalog 
program, Harmon’s CEO Rick Arnemann jumped at the 

opportunity to combine that approach with the agency’s 
expertise in videography and development. 

“We wanted to take our successful Harmon Catalog program 
and make the content dynamic and interactive,” explains 
Arnemann. “Video is the best way to engage shoppers and 
influence their purchase decision. According to Hubspot, 84% 
of shoppers felt convinced to buy a product after watching 
a brand video about it. We’ve tested this digital catalog 
program, and it’s the most engaging marketing we’ve seen 
in the last 20 years. Numerous retailers and manufacturers are 
already excited to participate.” 

To experience the digital catalog and get more details on 
participating in the program, visit harmongrp.com/dc. 

Harmon will be 
demonstrating their 
Digital Catalog 
Program at two 
upcoming trade 
shows: Premier, 5/30 - 
6/3, Booth 3706, and 
JCK Las Vegas, 5/31 
- 6/3, Booth 59052 in 
The Edge Village. 

Jewelers of America Announces Agenda for National 
Convention Registration July 28-29 in New York

JA the national trade association for businesses serving the 
fine jewelry marketplace, announced the agenda and opened 
registration for the first annual Jewelers of America National 
Convention, an education-focused executive forum open to 
jewelry professionals. The Convention will take place July 28-29, 
2019, at the Intercontinental New York Barclay in New York City. 

The premier two-day convention will feature data-driven 
keynote presentations and a wide range of compelling 
breakout sessions that address the pressing issues shaping the 
jewelry industry from lab-grown diamonds and omni-channel 
marketing to retail design and supply chain regulations. The 
Convention also offers attendees the unique ability to get hands 
on with retail technology in Retail Innovation and Diamond 
Detection Labs. Networking opportunities abound at a 
complimentary cocktail party and a variety of fun and engaging 
social activities. In this motivating atmosphere, attendees will 
leave with high-value information and experiences they can’t 
get anywhere else to help them do business like no one else. 
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The JA National Convention kickstarts July Jewelry Week in 
New York. Convention attendees can further their networking 
with discounts on tickets to the Women’s Jewelry Association 
Awards for Excellence (July 29) and American Gem Society’s 
Circle of Distinction (July 30) galas. Discounted tickets are 
available at Convention registration. 

“The speaker lineup is carefully crafted to provide jewelry 
professionals – from C-Suite executives to managers and 
sales associates – with the essential information they need 
to succeed,” says JA President & CEO David J. Bonaparte. 
“We will tackle tough issues with dynamic speakers and 
counterbalance the education with inclusive social events that 
connect and inspire.” 

The Conference agenda includes: 

Election Outlook 2020, presented by Charlie Cook 
Iconic political forecaster Charlie Cook is the editor and 
publisher of the Cook Political Report, a political analyst for 
the National Journal Group and an analyst for NBC News. Al 
Hunt, in the Wall Street Journal, once referred to Cook as “the 
Picasso of election analysis.” He will offer his expert take on 
the turbulent election season to come with control of both the 
White House and Congress at stake 

Key Investment Trends to Watch, presented by Michael Vaknin 
There is no doubt that the economy -- both globally and at 
home -- is a major influencer on consumer mood and spending. 
In this talk, Michael Vaknin, Chief Markets Economist for 
J.P. Morgan Private Bank, will share key investment themes 
to watch and potential short and long-term impacts on the 
overall health of the retail sector based on the most current 
macroeconomic outlook. 

Buying Trends & Value Propositions, presented by Neeraj Mehta 
Jewelry customers are buying differently and retail is changing 
to improve customer experience by leveraging value 
propositions and technology. 

Neeraj Mehta, CEP of Synchrony’s Payment Solutions platform, 
will discuss the jewelry path-to-purchase journey and how 
to leverage technology and digital to improve customer 
experience. 

Discover the trends in consumer purchasing behavior across 
channels and investments to focus your business on your 
customers.
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In addition to the keynote presentations, there will 12 breakout 
sessions on topics that include: Understanding the Empowered 
Consumer; Solving the Challenge of Lab-Grown Diamond 
Detection; Enhance the Customer Experience; Policy & Retail: 
Why What Happens in D.C. Matters; Omni-channel Marketing: 
Deliver Your Brand Message Where Your Customers Shop; 
Social Media: Turning ‘Likes’ into Brand Love; Breaking Down 
Blockchain’s Potential for Jewelers; The Customer Mindset: 
Connecting for Lifetime Loyalty; Responsible Sourcing in 
the Jewelry Supply Chain; and Distrupting the Marketplace: 
Opportunities & Challenges of Selling Lab-Grown Diamonds. 
Additional programing will be announced soon. 

Registration is open to both JA Members and non-members, 
with members receiving preferred pricing.

Registration Type
Early Pricing
ends April 30

Regular Pricing 
from 4/30 to 7/28

JA Member $495 $695

Non-Member $795 $995

Register by April 30 for $200 off the regular registration rate. 
Convention attendees receive a special room rate at the 
Convention venue, InterContinental New York Barclay. 

To learn more about the Jewelers of America National 
Convention, secure sponsorships or register to attend, visit 
www.jewelers.org/convention. 

Your Custom Jewelry Department

Imagine offering your customers custom Jewelry - no returns 
and better margins – without the hassles often associated with 
custom. 

Chelsea Taylor company has launched a custom jewelry program 
that is easy, fast and and requires no upfront investment. Your 
customers can order their name or the name of a friend or 
loved one, or any words like mom, grandma, fierce, warrior, or 
wherever their imagination goes. Each custom piece is crafted 
in sterling silver and can be plated with rhodium or 14K yellow 
or rose gold.

No investment is needed for the Chelsea Taylor custom 
program. After opting in by contacting the company you simply 
add one or two links to your website. You then take special 
orders for whatever name or word your customer wants.

For more information contact Drew Shapiro at Chelsea Taylor 
at 732-890-7141

Select To Launch Tucson Show in 2020

Select Jewelry Show has added to their successful line up with 
Select Tucson. For ten years Select has operated successful 
fall jewelry shows at the Ritz-Carlton in Dallas, TX; Foxwoods 
Resort in Connecticut, and Washington DC at the Ritz-Carlton 
Downtown. The shows are two-day events, running Sunday 
and Monday, providing exhibitors and retailers with elegant, 
secure, and convenient venues to meet and do business. 

 The exciting new Tucson event will be held at the luxurious 
Westin la Paloma Resort in Tucson, Arizona on February 2-3, 
2020.

 Select Tucson will be in keeping with the Select Show formula 
that works so well. A two-day event, Sunday and Monday. 
Small, limited number of better manufacturers and designers. 
Hosting better, exhibitor-invited retailers.

 The Select Tucson schedule of Sunday and Monday, February 
2-3 works perfectly for better retailers coming to town for 
Tucson’s other important shows. It will transition seamlessly 
into the kick-off of the major shows that open on the following 
day, Tuesday, February 4th such as AGTA GemFair. It does not 
interfere or overlap with the main Tucson shows. It provides 
buyers the opportunity to meet with well-known fine jewelry 
designers and manufacturers before the other shows for better 
use of their time.

Select Shows are known for their elegant yet fun and relaxed 
atmosphere, hosting for qualified buyers, delicious on-site 
breakfast and lunch for all attendees, Sunday night cocktail 
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party, and a $10,000 raffle for the buyers to spend on the 
buying floor.

“We have received many inquiries about a Select style show 
in Tucson,” stated Joe Carullo, one of Select’s founders. “We 
view Select as fulfilling the role of facilitator for Select exhibitors 
and retailers; to provide comfort and convenience to meet and 
do business. After careful consideration and much discussion, 
we decided to move ahead.”

Retailers, manufacturers and 
designers who would like 
more information may email: 
tucson@selectjewelryshow.com

Arien Gessner to Become the Next President of Rio 
Grande, Inc.

Rio Grande, Inc. announced that its Board of Directors has 
appointed Arien Gessner to succeed Alan Bell as future 
president of Rio Grande, Inc., a division of Richline Group. 
Gessner is a current member of the Board and Vice President 
of Sales and Marketing. 

Since joining the company, Gessner has led innovation and 
projects related to Rio Grande’s marketing and sales efforts, 
including the very popular RioPro program.

“Having worked with Arien for over five years, I am very 
confident that he is the right person to lead Rio Grande into 
the future while protecting the culture and core values that are 
so much a part of Rio Grande’s DNA,” said current president 
Alan Bell. Arien will work alongside Alan for the remainder of 
2019 and will assume the helm in early 2020.

“Arien is a proven leader with business vision and the ability to 
bring people together. His vision and energy will be invaluable 
to our leadership team and our company as we continue our 
next chapters of product innovation and legendary customer 
service,” said Molly Bell, Executive Vice President. 

La Paloma Resort, Tucson, AZ
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“The entire leadership team participated in a thoughtful 
approach in determining Alan’s successor, a careful process 
that our customers, partners and employees expected and 
deserved. As Alan plans for retirement in 2020 and I am just a 
few years behind him, Arien’s transition to this role provides a 
sound and exciting long-term plan for the future,” Molly said.
Rio Grande’s executive team also includes Danny Cox, Mike 
Quinn, Nora Kennedy and Mark Weber.

Founded in 1944 by Saul Bell, Rio Grande is a leading supplier 
to the jewelry industry, serving jewelers worldwide.

Two Jewelry resources Partner for Conference in 2019

Two important resources for people interested in the study of 
jewelry history are joining forces. Antique Jewelry University 
and The Association for the Study of Jewelry & Related 
Arts (ASJRA) have announced that they will partner to offer 
conferences on jewelry history for the next three years.

Antique Jewelry University, a non-profit site available to the 
public, is the web’s most comprehensive source for knowledge 
about ancient, antique and period jewelry. 

A dynamic encyclopedia was developed and is maintained 
by Lang Antiques of San Francisco, AJU provides information 
on jewelry history, jewelers, gemstones, hallmarks, and 
other jewelry-related topics. Lang’s gemologists, historians, 
writers, selling professionals, computer programmer, website 
developer, and fine arts photographer all contribute to the 
content of the site, ensuring that it is accurate, thorough and 
user friendly. 

Used extensively by jewelry professionals and jewelry 
enthusiasts around the world, AJU is an invaluable, authoritative, 
and trustworthy resource for both scholarly research and the 
personal pleasure of learning more about the many aspects of 
period jewelry. 

The Association for the Study of Jewelry & Related Arts is 
an organization that provides an in-depth analysis of jewelry 
from all time periods though various media and events. It 
is committed to the dissemination of knowledge to anyone 
who is interested in the history of jewelry. This is achieved 
by the publishing of Adornment Magazine and a bi-monthly 
newsletter. For the last 13 years it has organized an annual 
event as a forum for curators, academic historians, and scholars 
and artists to present new and interesting information about 
jewelry to anyone who has an interest in the subject. ASJRA 

offers a chance to learn and network with people who collect, 
appraise, study, and research jewelry history.

ASJRA seeks to understand and place jewelry within a variety 
of contexts, including from the ancient past to the present day, 
the decorative arts, and fashion, using jewelry as a window into 
the study of cultures and specific time periods. It also focuses 
on learning about politics, cultural changes, world events, and 
more by studying jewelry trends, materials and usage.

Joining Forces
It seemed a natural fit for ASJRA to join forces with Antique 
Jewelry University to partner in offering conferences to the 
public. The first joint conference will take place June 8, 2019 
in Boston at the Masschusetts College of Art and Design. An 
optional Study Day will be offered on June 7, 2019. The 2019 
conference is entitled “20th Century Jewelry 1900-1960”. 

For details about the program, the speakers, and information 
about how to register go to: www.jewelryconference.com 
for information on AJU go to https://www.langantiques.com/
university/Main_Page

Rocket ship brooch, unknown 
maker. American, 1950s, 
platinum, diamond, From the 
lecture “Out of this World! 
Jewelry in the Space Age” to 
be given by Elyse Zorn Karlin 
on June 8 in the conference 
“20th Century Jewelry, 1900-
1960s”. Photo courtesy Lang 
Antiques.

Cartier Bandeau which will 
be discussed in the June 
conference in Boston by Shelly 
Sergent. Photo courtesy 
Somewhere in the Rainbow.
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Artistry Catalog Addendum 

Artistry has released a new catalog addendum featuring its 
newest designs for the Spring Season of 2019. 

The 9-page supplement includes Artistry’s newest products 
in precious color, semi-precious color, diamond, gold and 
sterling silver. The easy-to-use advertorial layout provides a 
quick and straight-forward way for customers to peruse the 
latest offerings.

“It is so thrilling to be able to present our customers with this 
new catalog supplement,” said Susan Klemt Williams, Artistry’s 
Vice President. “We continue to work diligently to add new 
products that match industry trends for the season and hope 
that many of these designs achieve the status of best-sellers in 
our customers’ stores.” 

To learn more about Artistry, Ltd. and gain access to their catalog 
and new supplement, please visit, www.artistrylimited.com.

GIA Introduces New Diamond Country of Origin 
Reports

GIA has introduced the GIA Diamond Origin Report service 
which will confirm the country of origin of polished diamonds. 
To be eligible for this new service, the original rough diamonds 
and resulting polished diamonds must be submitted to GIA for 
analysis so that they can be matched to each other and to confirm 
the origin information provided by the participating mining 
company. The new report will include the country of origin, a 
full 4Cs quality analysis of each diamond and a report number 
inscription. More information about the country of origin and 
diamond formation will be available for each Diamond Origin 
Report in GIA’s online Report Check service, accessible at GIA.
edu or through the QR code printed on each report.

“In recent years, there has been a growing demand for 
transparency and traceability in the diamond industry. 

Consumers want to know the origin of products and their socio-
economic and environmental impact,” said Susan Jacques, 
GIA president and CEO. “The GIA Diamond Origin Report fits 
perfectly with GIA’s mission of educating and protecting the 
public and ensuring their trust in gems and jewelry. Consumers 
purchasing one of Mother Nature’s greatest treasures, a natural 
diamond formed more than a billion years ago, will now know 
more about their diamond’s journey and the positive impact it 
has on the communities in the countries where diamonds are 
discovered.”

GIA engaged with mining companies, manufacturers and 
retailers to identify their traceability needs and conducted 
consumer research which showed that 69% of U.S. bridal 
consumers prefer to buy a diamond with an origin story.

The Diamond Origin Report service is built on GIA’s decades 
of scientific research into the formation and characteristics of 
natural diamonds, and the Institute’s gemological examination 
of tens of millions of diamonds in its grading laboratories.

“When eligible polished diamonds are submitted to GIA for 
grading, they can be matched to the original submitted rough 
using physical measurements and other scientific data,” said 
Tom Moses, GIA executive vice president and chief laboratory 
and research officer. “If the data from the polished diamond 
and the rough match, GIA will confirm the country of origin 
provided by the mining company and include that information 
on the Diamond Origin Report.”

GIA has already processed thousands of rough diamonds 
ranging from 0.15 carats up to more than 100 carats. A 
growing number of miners, manufacturers and retailers are 
participating in the Diamond Origin Report program, including 
Alrosa, which joined the program in October 2018.

The new GIA Diamond Origin Report service is supported by 
digital and print marketing – including high definition images 
of the original rough and the resulting polished diamond – 
allowing retailers to convey the unique story of each diamond 
to the consumer. GIA will provide descriptive brochures 
explaining the discovery and transformation of rough crystals 
to polished diamonds and relating the social and economic 
benefits of the industry in each country.

For more information, e-mail diamond-origin@gia.edu or visit 
https://www.gia.edu/diamond-origin-report-service.
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JBT Holds Annual Elections

The Jewelers Board of Trade® is pleased to announce the 
election of the following Officers and Directors to its Board 
at the Company’s Annual Meeting on February 13, 2019, and 
Board Meeting on March 13, 2019.

The Board elected the following Officers and Directors to 
serve a one-year term as follows:
Chairman: Michael L. Kaplan, Rocket Jewelry Box, Inc., 
Elmsford, NY
First Vice-Chairman: Ann S. Arnold, Buyers International 
Group, LLC (BIG), Napa, CA
Second Vice-Chairman: Richard Katz, Richline Group, Inc., 
New York, NY
President: Richard Weisenfeld     
Secretary: Brenda M. Pimentel
Treasurer: Richard Weisenfeld

Newly elected to the Board for a two-year term:
•  Matthijs Braakman, CEO, Retail Management Publishing, Inc., 

Montclair, NJ

Additionally, re-elected to the Board for a period of two years 
are:
• Tim Coggins, Bank RI, Providence, RI
• Jeffery Corey, H. E. Murdock Company Inc., Waterville,  ME
• Brian D. Fleming, Carla Corporation, E. Providence, RI
• Michael L. Kaplan, Rocket Jewelry Box, Inc., Elmsford, NY
• Richard Katz, Richline Group, Inc., New York, NY
• Michael Pelto, Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company, Neenah, WI
• Pinny Rubin, Quality Gold Inc., Fairfield, OH

The following Board members continue to serve their existing 
terms:
• Ann S. Arnold, Buyers International Group (BIG), Napa, CA
• Ira Bergman, The Gordon Company, Inc., Pompano Beach, FL
• David Bonney, Lux Bond & Green, Inc., West Hartford, CT
• Edward N. DeCristofaro, LDC, Inc., E. Providence, RI
• Roderick Lichtenfels, W.R. Cobb Company, E. Providence, RI
• Keven Peck, Color Merchants, Inc., New York, NY
• Nilesh Sheth, Forever Collections, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
• Todd Wolleman, Leo Wolleman, Inc., Mount Vernon, NY

The following Advisory Board members continue to serve 
their existing term:
• Phyllis Bergman, Phyllis Bergman Co., New York, NY
• Richard Greenwood, A. F. Greenwood Co., Inc., New York, NY

VDB Releases Lab Grown Product
VDB, a sourcing and trading app for the jewelry industry, has 
released a new category of products: lab-grown diamonds. The 
lab-grown products will be segregated from mined diamonds, 
but will offer all the visual and technical search, buy, hold, and 
memo features of the VDB platform.

“This may be viewed as a controversial move by some in the 
jewelry industry,” said Tanya Nisguretsky, President of VDB. 
“We didn’t do it to be controversial. We made the decision 
to offer lab-grown because so many retailers are offering this 
product category to an increasingly interested consumer. And 
we want to help our customer base make thoughtful, informed 
decisions about the products they offer. That’s what the VDB 
platform does best – it informs and facilitates a higher quality 
sourcing process.”

The Lab-Grown category on the VDB app is separated from 
mined diamonds. When users open the app, they will now see 
four categories: diamonds, color gemstones, finished jewelry, 
and lab-grown. To date, 11 lab-grown suppliers have signed up 
with VDB, and more than 4,800 lab-grown stones are available 
on the app, including high-quality photography and many 
with 360-degree views. With high interest among lab-grown 
suppliers, more are expected over the next few weeks.

“We thought it was important to separate lab-grown in the app, 
similar to the way retailers should be careful to segregate their 
lab and mined diamond inventories in the store,” said Tanya, 
“This is an important discipline all jewelry businesses carrying 
both lab and mined should follow, and we decided to emulate 
that best business practice in the digital environment as well.”

For retailers, the new lab-grown search means they can offer 
thousands more items to their customers. In the rapidly-
developing market for lab-grown diamonds, finding and 
selecting lab-grown partners can be time-consuming and 
confusing. VDB makes it easy by offering a vetted community 
of lab-grown dealers.

Retailers and designers offering lab-grown have also discovered 
that quality control on lab-grown diamonds is slightly different 
than quality control on mined, and there is typically a higher 
rejection rate on receipt of lab-grown compared to mined. 
The VDB app – with its mobile-first technology and high-
quality images and 360-degree views – helps make the visual 
aesthetics of the stones clear before the expense and time of 
shipping has been incurred. For more information, contact 
Holly Mui at 212-221-0975.








